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I. Introduction and Methodology
Since April 26, 2019, the northwestern region of Syria, which includes (the northeastern 
suburbs of Hama, Idlib governorate, southwestern suburbs of Aleppo, and the northwest-
ern suburbs of Latakia) has been the scene of the testing and use of various types of weap-
ons, including those prohibited for use against civilian targets such as cluster munitions; we 
estimate that the region needs decades to recover from the use of these weapons alone. 
The Russian regime also considered this region a real and effective training ground for test-
ing weapons manufactured by Russian companies, using Syria as a laboratory rather than 
testing the weapons in empty areas within Russia, with the Russian regime unashamed to 
repeatedly announce its testing of weapons on Syrian territory. According to our observa-
tions, most of these weapons have been used against civilian targets, including hospitals, 
schools, markets and residential buildings, amid unprecedented international silence. Syr-
ian society no longer hears from any state or political officials mere concern or condem-
nation of the massacres committed in northwestern Syria, or of the barbaric and ferocious 
deployment of different types of weapons, including barrel bombs, a weapon which any 
army with conscience, morality, or military honor would be ashamed to use. It should be 
remembered that use of this indiscriminate weapon dropped from the air violates the rules 
of international humanitarian law first. Second, a special Security Council resolution, No. 
2139, issued on February 22, 2014, prohibited the use of barrel bombs, with the Security 
Council threatening to take additional measures in the event of their repeated use; the Se-
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curity Council failed to follow through on this threat, however, and we no longer hear even 
the slightest condemnation of the repeated use of barrel bombs tens of thousands of times 
following this Security Council resolution in a repeated show of contempt by the Syrian re-
gime for the Security Council and the international community.

In this report, the Syrian Network for Human Rights (SNHR) documents the types and quan-
tities of the most notable types of weapons used by the Russian-Syrian alliance against the 
northwestern region of Syria between April 26, 2019, and August 19, 2019, such as incendi-
ary weapons, cluster munitions, regular missiles, nails-filled missiles, and barrel bombs, up 
to the chemical weapons of mass destruction. We are particularly concerned about attacks 
that took place against densely populated areas targeting civilian targets, with the use of 
these weapons in this context constituting a flagrant and intentional breach of international 
humanitarian law. It seems that the Russian-Syrian alliance has attained an unprecedented 
record in the number of times it has violated the rules of war, or more precisely in its abso-
lute disregard for and lack of any compliance with them, behaving as though there is no 
international humanitarian law at all.

Through continuous daily monitoring conducted by the SNHR team, we can confirm that 
such attacks by Russian-Syrian alliance have taken place almost daily and, on some days, 
we recorded dozens of airstrikes. All of this widespread and repeated use of multiple types 
of weapons is taking place within a confined geographical area of almost 7,000 square 
kilometers, with nearly 3.2 million inhabitants either residents or displaced people, more 
than half of whom are women and children, with all of this causing a wave of fear, terror and 
repeated displacement.

In recent months, the SNHR has intensively monitored the most notable human rights viola-
tions in the fourth de-escalation zone; we have issued many reports, including reports cover-
ing various types of violations, a special report documenting targeting medical facilities, an-
other special report on targeting the Civil Defense Headquarters, and another special report 
on the most notable massacres committed by the Syrian-Russian alliance forces in the Idlib 
area three months since the start of the military campaign.

In a statement on July 18, the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation denied that 
Russian special forces were involved in the fighting in the Idlib area, insisting that there are 
no Russian ground forces deployed in Syria. However, Russian media accounts published 
photos showing the presence of Russian fighters on the ground, including ANNA Agency, 

http://sn4hr.org/blog/2019/07/12/53929/
http://sn4hr.org/blog/2019/07/12/53929/
http://sn4hr.org/blog/2019/05/08/53674/
http://sn4hr.org/blog/2019/07/18/53953/
http://sn4hr.org/blog/2019/07/15/53936/
http://sn4hr.org/blog/2019/07/31/54091/
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which published photos on May 25 which it said showed elements of Russian military intel-
ligence services engaged in a mission in the southwest of Idlib.

On July 29, Head of the Main Operations Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forc-
es of the Russian Federation, held a briefing in which he claimed: “The Russian Aerospace 
Forces grouping in Syria conducts operational and combat training activities, is in readi-
ness to perform tasks to counter terrorism. Aviation flights have been reduced to a minimum 
number as part of combat training and additional reconnaissance.” Only a few hours after 
this announcement, a fixed-wing warplane, which we believe was Russian, launched a raid 
on a market in Ma’aret al Numan city in the southern suburbs of Idlib, resulting in the deaths 
of four civilians and causing severe damage to the market. The local observatories used 
by citizens in northwest Syria to monitor reports on flights in order to enable them to seek 
shelter have received continuous reports of Russian warplanes taking off from Khmeimim 
Military Base and carrying out raids in various areas of the fourth de-escalation zone.

Methodology:
The Syrian Network for Human Rights team monitors and records the types of weapons and 
the locations where they are used, within the context of documenting incidents where viola-
tions occur. In the course of this continuous work which we have carried out constantly for 
more than eight years, we’ve been able to build an extensive and detailed database listing 
the various types of weapons that have been used since the beginning of the popular up-
rising and since it turned into an internal armed conflict; these incidents can be catalogued 
and sorted according to the type of weapon, and the locations where they were used, fur-
ther helping to determine the toll of victims and the destruction inflicted by each attack.

This report draws upon the ongoing daily monitoring of news reports and developments 
by SNHR’s team, and on our extensive network of various credible sources that have been 
built up over the course of our work since 2011. When we receive information or learn some 
news about violations via the internet or media outlets, our team works to follow up these 
reports and attempts to verify information and collect evidence and data. In some cases, 
researchers are able to visit the incident location promptly, although this is a rarity in light of 
the incredibly high security risks involved, and given the frequency of daily incidents and 
the scarcity of human and material resources to carry out this work. Therefore, the opportu-
nities available to access evidence vary between one case and another, and consequently 
the level of certainty in the classification of each incident varies. SNHR’s customary policy 
in such cases is to rely on accounts from survivors who experienced the violation firsthand 

https://twitter.com/annanews_info/status/1132232184474079233?s=12&fbclid=IwAR39wg2Afou8XZKi42amTsJrEt75rXwKSQ3tIiYlyUOhShl-IVJelV4uWSk
http://eng.mil.ru/en/news_page/country/more.htm?id=12243385%40egNews&fbclid=IwAR2_5JItX1JKzCE-M7k0mE1ChQGYGoZgFxIXjLIyleIHx1pOjSv3KnRGfUM
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or those who saw or photographed the violation, in addition to analyzing available materials 
from open sources such as the Internet and media outlets. We also talk with medical per-
sonnel who treated the injured in these incidents, examined the deceased victims’ bodies, 
and identified the cause of death.

In the course of our work on this report, we sometimes had difficulty in documenting inci-
dents because of the heavy bombardment these areas were subjected to.

SNHR also analyzes videos and photographs that were posted online, or submitted by lo-
cal activists via e-mail, Skype, or social media platforms. These videos and photos show, 
amongst other things, the sites of attacks, the bodies of victims and injured, and the extent 
of the great destruction inflicted by these attacks.

Furthermore, we retain copies of all the videos and photographs outlined in this report in a 
confidential electronic database, as well as keeping hard disk backup copies. We do not 
claim, however, that we have documented all cases, given the severe prohibitions, restric-
tions and persecution by the Syrian Regime forces and some other armed groups. Readers 
are welcome to find out more about SNHR’s methodology.

This report only represents the bare minimum that we were able to document of the actual 
severity and magnitude of the violations that occurred. Also, it doesn’t include any analysis 
of the profound social, economic, and psychological ramifications.

Fadel Abdul Ghany, Chairman of the Syrian Network for Human Rights, says:
“The indifference of the international community, and in particular the civilized 
leading countries of the world, to what is happening in northwestern Syria has 
given carte blanche to Russia to issue terrible announcements of its marketing 
of new types of weapons tested in Syria, and has enabled the Syrian regime to 
repeatedly use barrel bombs, cluster munitions and chemical weapons. Inter-
national Humanitarian Law has never been insulted in this way before. All legal 
professionals in the world must stand up to the war crimes committed by Syrian 
Regime forces, Russia and the other parties to the conflict.”

http://sn4hr.org/public_html/wp-content/pdf/english/SNHR_Methodology_en.pdf
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II. The most notable weapons used in the Russian-Syrian military campaign on the fourth 
de-escalation zone:
A. Statistics according to the SNHR’s database of what has been recorded regarding the 
use of weapons, the resulting victims and displaced people, and destruction of the most 
notable civilian facilities:
The SNHR has documented since the beginning of the military escalation and attack by 
the Russian, Iranian and Syrian Regime forces on the fourth de-escalation zone on April 26, 
2019, up until August 19, 2019:
1. Barrel bombs: 3,172 barrel bombs
2. Cluster munitions: 22 attacks
3. Incendiary weapons: 20 attacks
4. Nail-filled missiles: Seven attacks
5. Chemical weapons: One attack

The SNHR has documented the deaths of at least 843 civilians, including 223 children and 
152 women (adult female), in the fourth de-escalation zone between April 26, 2019, and 
August 19, 2019, distributed as follows:
- Syrian Regime forces: 670 civilians, including 184 children and 120 women, distributed 
as follows:
Idlib governorate: 522, including 157 children and 96 women.
Hama governorate: 95, including 14 children and 16 women.
Aleppo governorate: 53, including 13 children and eight women.

- Russian forces: 173 civilians, including 39 children and 32 women, distributed as follows:
Idlib governorate: 125, including 32 children and 19 women.
Hama governorate: 48, including seven children and 13 women.

Attacks by Syrian-Russian alliance forces have also resulted in at least 381 assaults on 
civilian vital facilities, including 82 on places of worship, 112 on schools, 48 on medical 
facilities, and 39 on Civil Defense Centers, distributed as follows:

- Syrian Regime forces: 284 attacks on vital civilian facilities, including 74 on places of wor-
ship, 89 on schools, 31 on medical facilities, and 18 on Civil Defense Centers, distributed 
as follows:
Idlib governorate: 255
Aleppo governorate: Six
Hama governorate: 23
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- Russian forces: 97 attacks on vital civilian facilities, including eight on places of worship, 
23 on schools, 17 on medical facilities, and 21 on Civil Defense Centers, distributed as 
follows:
Idlib governorate: 65
Hama governorate: 32

B. Details of weapons used:
1. Barrel bombs:
The greatest impact of the Sochi Agreement on civilians in the fourth de-escalation zone 
was the Syrian regime’s cessation of the use of barrel bombs, but on April 30, 2019, four 
days after the start of the recent military campaign on the area, the regime began renewed 
use of this weapon intensively.
The SNHR documented the Air Force of Syrian Regime forces, helicopters and fixed-wing 
warplanes, dropping at least 3,172 barrel bombs between April 26, 2019, and August 19, 
2019, on the fourth de-escalation zone, distributed as follows:
- Idlib governorate: 1,392
- Hama governorate: 1,572
- Latakia governorate: 208
These attacks resulted in the deaths of 67 civilians, including 16 children and 20 women 
(adult female). The toll of victims was distributed across governorates as follows:
Idlib: 62 civilians, including 15 children and 19 women.
Hama: Five civilians, including one female child and one woman.
These attacks resulted in at least 47 assaults on civilian vital facilities, including 11 on plac-
es of worship, 18 on schools, five on medical facilities, and two on Civil Defense Centers.
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A map showing the distribution of barrel bomb attacks carried out by Syrian Regime forces 
on the fourth de-escalation zone from April 26 to August 19:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ISq4StEvVsCRJabtg8UDF3gZbX_r4QIH/view
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The map shows the attacks concentrated in the southern suburbs of Idlib and northern 
suburbs of Hama, and spread across large areas which caused the displacement of the 
population of these areas towards the north. The number of barrel bombs dropped by the 
Syrian Air Force varied across different areas, with the towns of al Latamena, Kafr Zita and 
Kafr Nbouda in the northern suburbs of Hama, and al Kbaina village in the western suburbs 
of Latakia being among the areas subjected to the most intensive shelling. The escalating 
frequency of the Syrian regime’s use of barrel bombs is coupled with its attempts to make 
a military advance on the fronts, as illustrated by the timeline.

The most notable barrel bomb attacks:
On Friday, May 3, 2019, Syrian regime helicopters dropped barrel bombs several times 
throughout the day on Ihsem town in Jabal al Zaweya in the southern suburbs of Idlib gov-
ernorate, resulting in the deaths of four civilians, including two women. The town was under 
the joint control of factions of the Armed Opposition and Hay’at Tahrir al Sham at the time 
of the incident.

On Tuesday, May 7, 2019, Syrian regime helicopters dropped a number of barrel bombs on 
al Ghab al Awsat Dispensary in al Hawija village in Sahl al Ghab in the western suburbs of 
Hama governorate, partially destroying the center building, and causing considerable mate-
rial damage to its equipment. We note that the administration of the center had suspended its 
work a few days before these attacks on May 1, 2019, following the recent military escalation 
by Syrian-Russian alliance forces on the region. The village was under the joint control of fac-
tions of the Armed Opposition and Hay’at Tahrir al Sham at the time of the incident.

On Tuesday, May 28, 2019, Syrian regime helicopters dropped a number of barrel bombs 
on a residential area in Sfuhun village in the southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, result-
ing in the deaths of three civilians, including two women, in addition to severely damaging 
houses and public facilities. The village was under the joint control of factions of the Armed 
Opposition and Hay’at Tahrir al Sham at the time of the incident.

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Ehsim,+Syria/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x1524569cb4a8fe3b:0xd4ca65b556887e27?sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjGqbWqh8viAhUlwsQBHV91ABgQ8gEwFXoECAkQBA
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_oXMBBTiYoWKrHEMIkppDyhll3XV0Av4/view
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hawweeja,+Syria/@35.5210141,36.3664627,15z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x1524690a1671c449:0x23441571bcd2c35d!8m2!3d35.5207004!4d36.3755373
http://bit.ly/2IhmdWo
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YqQ1KcYGjHTQJ32cMDx-jcrcEWxxPZm_/view
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On Wednesday, May 29, 2019, Syrian regime helicopters dropped a number of barrel 
bombs on al Bara village in the southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, resulting in the 
deaths of four civilians (two children with their father, and a woman). The village was under 
the joint control of factions of the Armed Opposition and Hay’at Tahrir al Sham at the time 
of the incident.

On Friday, July 5, 2019, at round 21:00, two Syrian Regime helicopters dropped a number 
of barrel bombs on three sites in Mhambel town in the western suburbs of Idlib governorate, 
which resulted in the deaths of 13 civilians, including seven children, an unborn baby, and 
three women, and injured 20 others. The civilian death toll was distributed across the three 
sites as follows:
The first site: Some barrel bombs fell on a complex of residential buildings about 200 me-
ters from the Martyr Mohammad Saleh Abdul Aal Primary School in the western outskirts of 
the town, perpetrating a massacre of seven civilians from one family, including four children 
(three males and one female) and two women, who were inside the lobby of a house.
The second site: Residential buildings located in front of the Martyr Mohammad Saleh 
Abdul Aal Primary School, resulting in the deaths of three civilians, including two children.
The third site: Residential buildings located near the Agricultural Extension building in the 
northern outskirts of the town, resulting in the deaths of three civilians who were IDPs from 
Damascus Suburbs governorate, namely a pregnant woman, her child and her unborn 
baby. Mhambel town was under the joint control of factions of the Armed Opposition and 
Hay’at Tahrir al Sham at the time of the incident.

Victim of an aerial attack by the Syrian regime using barrel bombs on Sfuhun village, Idlib - May 

28, 2019 - Syrian Civil Defense in Idlib Governorate

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZbqNPI8qRi7ICg5UNFJ7Odxeny0ySZ-j/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hZl6TwRKSXC8ePOkm4j7BiuNrCYKFmFB/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rz1YG5SrtTPL798ut8VpEyMwaK0yLgEF/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_Qym0vfzU7AZU0mAv26KlQovHuD_OPHd/view
https://sn4hr-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/p/upload/Ec3gZKGpDcRMqoQbIDo7peIBcihf8QDwHomgNBFqRmmbwA?e=aB3aeb
https://www.google.com.tr/maps/place/35%C2%B047'01.5%22N+36%C2%B027'48.0%22E/@35.7840306,36.4629642,419m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d35.78375!4d36.4633333?hl=en
https://www.google.com.tr/maps/place/35%C2%B046'58.7%22N+36%C2%B027'51.0%22E/@35.7827009,36.4654277,391m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m9!1m2!2m1!1z2YXYrdmF2KjZhA!3m5!1s0x0:0x0!7e2!8m2!3d35.7829728!4d36.4641551?hl=ar
https://www.google.com.tr/maps/place/35%C2%B047'00.2%22N+36%C2%B027'49.9%22E/@35.7833951,36.4616617,705m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d35.7833951!4d36.4638504?hl=en
https://www.google.com.tr/maps/place/35%C2%B047'17.5%22N+36%C2%B028'13.3%22E/@35.7881949,36.4681676,705m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d35.7881949!4d36.4703563?hl=en
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rZlTdwhRThdcE_rQIJTtHQGNbw0VRxgu/view
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On Thursday, July 25, 2019, Syrian Regime helicopters dropped a number of barrel bombs 
on Kafrooma village in the southern suburbs of Idlib governorate. Some barrel bombs land-
ed near the Ibn Hayyan School and al Kabir Mosque, partially destroying the building and 
schoolyard, and causing moderate material damage to the mosque building. The village was 
under the joint control of factions of the Armed Opposition and Hay’at Tahrir al Sham at the 
time of the incident.

Destruction to the Agricultural Extension building in Mhambel town in Idlib caused by a Syrian air attack using 

barrel bombs – July 5, 2019

Unexploded barrel bomb dropped by Syrian regime air force on a house in Kaf-

rooma village, Idlib – July 25, 2019

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_DCknKy9iNEsW51qXI4mwYkTSO_oWV2c/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d8xUu1PrxI1OA6POsWwNYUs3oz5gN58z/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VBPKZdeY-8X-s6BmDXZXNbrytllU4IE3/view
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2. Cluster Munitions
The SNHR’s Monitoring and Documentation Team noted that Russian-Syrian alliance forces 
have relied extensively on the use of cluster munitions since the beginning of their recent 
military campaign on April 26, with the team able to document at least 22 cluster munition 
attacks carried out by Syrian-Russian alliance forces between April 26 and August 19, 
2019, on the fourth de-escalation zone. Most of these attacks took place in the villages and 
towns of the southern suburbs of Idlib, and were distributed by the perpetrator party as 
follows:
- Syrian Regime forces: 19, all in Idlib governorate
- Russian forces: Three (one in Hama governorate and two in Idlib governorate)
These attacks resulted in the widespread dispersal of hundreds of small bomblets between 
houses, in fields and roads, resulting in the deaths of nine civilians, including three women, 
and injuring 16 people, all at the hands of Syrian Regime forces in Idlib governorate.

Iron ball bearings from the remnants of a barrel bomb dropped by Syrian 
regime air force on Kafrooma village, Idlib – July 25, 2019

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PVY7Z0aVk4dLkvOotfgi5SsMLhAiaxvn/view
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Map showing approximate locations of cluster munition attacks carried out by Syrian-Rus-
sian alliance forces in their recent military campaign on the fourth de-escalation zone:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ikaY660BmKgH1uotJa-f92n_Y52drvQE/view
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The map shows that most of the attacks carried out by Syrian Regime forces were ground 
attacks. We documented 11 cluster munition ground attacks out of 19 attacks by Syrian 
Regime forces, all in Idlib governorate, while Russian forces launched three air strikes, two 
in Idlib governorate and one in Hama governorate.

The most notable cluster munition attacks:
On Sunday, June 23, 2019, fixed-wing Syrian regime warplanes fired two RBK missiles 
loaded with PTAB-1M cluster munitions. The remnants spread near the Kafr Batikh Oil De-
pot Project near Kafr Batikh village in the northeastern suburbs of Idlib. These depots were 
used during the recent military campaign as places of residence for IDPs who had been 
forcibly displaced as a result of bombardment elsewhere. The area was under the joint con-
trol of factions of the Armed Opposition and Hay’at Tahrir al Sham at the time of the incident.

On Sunday, July 14, 2019, fixed-wing warplanes, which we believe were Russian, launched 
a number of raids on Ma’aret al Numan city in the southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, 
one of which used two RBK bombs loaded with AO-2.5RTM / AO-2.5RT cluster munitions. 
The cluster submunitions fell on the water station of al Zarqaa tank, feeding Ma’aret al 
Numan city, on the western outskirts of the city, partly destroying the tank’s building, and 
causing moderate material damage to its equipment, in addition to injuring four of the site’s 
guards. The area was under the joint control of factions of the Armed Opposition and Hay’at 
Tahrir al Sham at the time of the incident.

Remnants of an RBK-500 cluster incubator found in Ma’aret al Numan city, Idlib, following a Russian air attack 

on the water station of al Zarqaa tank - July 14, 2019

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WCEuW09_nbu0K5lPYtMsVIH_X6JQ_6UU/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f2EkOPclBsX7P9NMCGasvshH7noeGL7i/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19tPuuIVV9lNuCmOHVzuaZpBA7F_fkIyn/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SgeAlV1FwjgqkCMPsRHStxIbFHjC4RFa/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zU2dyTY2_NODHQ0JzYawmSl6VCvpBumy/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Cn3XWfC4Flt7dCG3kNg0cqeHimu4zjjL/view
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On Thursday, July 25, 2019, Syrian Regime forces used a missile launcher to fire missiles 
carrying DPICM cluster munitions. The remnants spread around the outskirts of Qanya vil-
lage in the suburbs of Jisr al Shoghour city in the western suburbs of Idlib. The area was 
under the joint control of factions of the Armed Opposition and Hay’at Tahrir al Sham at the 
time of the incident.

3. Incendiary weapons:
Syrian Regime forces repeatedly used incendiary weapons in targeting civilian areas far 
from the front lines, in order to spread distress and terror in the minds and hearts of the 
residents and to force them to flee and surrender. These attacks used mainly the type of 
munitions fired via ground platforms, which are similar in their terrible and indiscriminate 
effect to cluster munitions. This caused fires in many locations, which subsequently spread 
across large areas. The impact of these weapons is not limited to the explosions and fires 
they cause, but also extends to the severe injuries and burns that the superheated sub-
stances can cause to surviving victims. 
The SNHR documented at least 20 incendiary weapons attacks in the fourth de-escalation 
zone between April 26, and August 19, all carried out by Syrian Regime forces using missile 
launchers, distributed as follows:
Hama governorate: Nine
Idlib governorate: 11

Map showing approximate locations of areas subjected to incendiary weapons attacks dur-
ing the recent military campaign on the fourth de-escalation zone:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c_gbzF2y7kkJcKaneV03ZgocnoMgVqIg/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KIASY1g8DOMNMVYwe1fm_eVy-F5KQrl2/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UE7f4Yu8D6ILi8I_6O4xNwGxYLuzRk0u/view
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The map shows that Syrian Regime forces were responsible for all the attacks that targeted 
the fourth de-escalation zone with incendiary munitions in period covered by the report, all of 
which were ground attacks, with some areas seeing more than one attack of this nature, such 
as Kafr Zita city in the northern suburbs of Hama where we documented five such attacks.

The most notable incendiary weapons attacks:
On Saturday, May 25, 2019, Syrian Regime forces stationed in the Braidij camp in the north-
ern suburbs of Hama governorate used a missile launcher to fire a number of missiles load-
ed with incendiary substances targeting agricultural lands in Abdin village in the southern 
suburbs of Idlib governorate, causing the outbreak of massive fires in nearby agricultural 
land and houses. The area was under the joint control of factions of the Armed Opposition 
and Hay’at Tahrir al Sham at the time of the incident.

On Monday, July 1, 2019, Syrian Regime forces used a missile launcher to fire at least 10 
missiles loaded with incendiary substances targeting agricultural lands and civilians’ hous-
es in al Rakaya village in the southern suburbs of Idlib governorate, causing the outbreak of 
fires in the houses and agricultural farmland. The area was under the joint control of factions 
of the Armed Opposition and Hay’at Tahrir al Sham at the time of the incident.

4. Nail-filled missiles:
In the absence of denunciation and condemnation of the Syrian regime for the use of bar-
rel bombs and cluster munitions, the regime recently began to use another barbaric and 
indiscriminate weapon, small-sized missiles whose heads are filled with hundreds of steel 
nails, which fly in all directions after the missile explodes, provoking panic and terror among 
residents of the areas targeted. Most of these have been used against populated areas to 
force residents there to surrender or to flee and be displaced. According to our documenta-
tion, these attacks are carried out by L-39 fixed-wing warplanes, and the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights should investigate and condemn the use of such barbaric 
weapons against civilians.

The SNHR has documented at least seven attacks using nail-filled missiles from April 26 to 
August 19, all of which carried out by Syrian Regime forces in Idlib governorate.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DcEwsTt46AWaeD-bQwoD8YMdu8ep7JJy/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sQMu5If5qjJYf24NtOpRzmANIcDrY-Rq/view
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The most notable attacks with nail-filled missiles:
On Wednesday, July 10, 2019, fixed- wing (L-39) Syrian regime warplanes launched a ma-
chinegun air raid using small-sized nail-filled missiles on Ma’aret al Numan Central Hospital, 
known as the National Hospital, which is considered one of the largest hospitals in the north 
of Syria. The air raid on the hospital, located in Ma’aret al Numan city in the southern suburbs 
of Idlib governorate, which is listed in the humanitarian de-confliction mechanism, and is 
supported by Syrian American Medical Society (SAMS), caused moderate material damage 
to the hospital’s building and equipment. Ma’aret al Numan city was under the joint control of 
factions of the Armed Opposition and Hay’at Tahrir al Sham at the time of the incident.

The Syrian American Medical Society (SAMS), which support the hospital, issued a statement 
condemning the attacks on health facilities and calling on the United Nations to investigate 
the attacks on them and to take steps to protect them.

On Monday, August 12, 2019, fixed-wing (L-39) Syrian regime warplanes fired nail-filled 
missiles on Heesh village in the southern suburbs of Idlib, injuring several people. The vil-
lage was under the joint control of factions of the Armed Opposition and Ha’y’at Tahrir al 
Sham at the time of the incident.
The following photos show the remnants of missiles and the nails they launched, and one 
of the injuries inflicted by them.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WBZWbvqhJRBx7BNeH-jQ0yvJLLP2gefj/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13_uwwNaMdvMeO78pPvKyP2dUpTqnMq9a/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jyKqUa9et-ND9BpTkQAhGVNqFlEP4h-h/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1flW-2AtzKRhkNpNdY-l5zd5nZ1zrON69/view
https://www.sams-usa.net/press_release/maarat-al-numan-central-hospital-targeted-by-four-airstrikes-sams-alarmed-by-heightened-attacks-on-healthcare/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wDnDgVw8JewZS3x8FbApHOM60nms6G9I/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13oi-fNL8-myF29tYAPmA8EVSgbXwcKnU/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-wZI6yAcE671Ne-ySljcro-PWbjci9K8/view
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The German newspaper Bild published an explanatory illustration of the nail-filled missile 
weapon used by Syrian Regime forces:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R4MWVL7fnDLaFGApNI9FugBKdJb8p93S/view
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5. Chemical weapons:
Syrian Regime forces have repeated their use of chemical weapons, this time in the con-
text of their military advance in Latakia suburbs. We documented that, on Sunday, May 19, 
2019, at around 08:00, Syrian Regime forces stationed in the Jeb al Ahmar area to the south 
of al Kbaina village in the eastern suburbs of Latakia, used a missile launcher to fire three 
missiles loaded with poison gas which targeted a base used by Hay’at Tahrir al Sham on a 
hill in the southwestern outskirts of al Kbaina village in the suburbs of Latakia governorate. 
This attack resulted in the injury of four of Hay’at Tahrir al Sham’s fighters, who exhibited 
symptoms of breathing difficulty, redness of the eyes and tearing. We issued a report on 
the incident.
Map showing the location of a chemical attack carried out by Syrian Regime forces on al 
Kbaina village on May19:

http://sn4hr.org/?p=53708
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11hjnZcd_8ZadXgesT2dPfGL5Od10oQsv/view
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III. The indiscriminate and heavy use of weapons on populated areas is the direct cause 
of the displacement of at least half a million people:
The Syrian and Russian regime’s use of various types of improvised weapons, indiscrimi-
nately and sometimes intentionally, against populated areas and vital facilities has caused 
panic and terror among residents, forcibly displacing them, either as IDPs or refugees, or 
forcing them to flee towards areas controlled by the Syrian regime or Kurdish-led Syrian 
Democratic Forces, because these areas are safer, especially in the absence of aerial 
bombardment there daily and suddenly threatening the lives of residents. In addition, these 
weapons cause massive destruction to properties, houses and shops owned by Syrian 
citizens who have spent many years and often whole lifetimes on building and maintaining, 
destroying livelihoods as well as homes, and forcing the displacement of residents, strip-
ping them of their most precious possessions and pushing them to the brink of bankruptcy.

According to OCHA’s ninth report on the human rights situation in Syria released on August 
8, 2019, approximately 500,000 civilians are recorded as having been displaced in the 
fourth de-escalation zone between May 1 and July 30, 2019.
On August 1, the Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA), citing a military source, announced a 
ceasefire agreement in the de-escalation zone in Idlib from the night of the same day, subject 
to the implementation of the Sochi Agreement which concerns the area. Following the entry 
into force of the ceasefire on August 2 to September 5, the SNHR monitored a limited return 
of displaced people to their villages and towns, with an estimated return of only 30,000.

Destruction caused by a Russian airstrike on Ma’aret al Numan city, Idlib, resulting in a massacre - July 22, 2019

https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/nw_update_sitrep_9-_final.pdf
https://www.sana.sy/?p=989148
https://www.sana.sy/?p=989148
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10Gfk-u4ALQO7gOrjh2XoGo4gjGYBTYvp/view
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IV. The Responsibility to Protect Civilians in Syria
For eight years, the Syrian regime has committed heinous crimes and violations against 
Syrian civilians. It has also consistently failed to respond to any of the demands of the Inter-
national Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, or to those of the High Com-
mission for Human Rights, or even to Security Council resolutions. The Security Council, 
which was supposed to take collective measures and action under Article 41 and 42 of the 
Charter of the United Nations, also failed because of the immunity granted by Russia to the 
Syrian regime, with Russia routinely using its veto in the case of the Syrian regime, which 
not only failed to abide by its responsibility for the protection of civilians, but committed the 
most egregious violations against them, reaching the level of crimes against humanity, and 
extermination within detention centers through torture. 
In a report issued in December 2001, the International Commission on Intervention and 
State Sovereignty stressed that: “The Security Council should take into account in all its 
deliberations that, if it fails to discharge its responsibility to protect in conscience-shocking 
situations crying out for action, concerned states may not rule out other means to meet the 
gravity and urgency of that situation”
Such conscience-shocking situations are exactly what have continued to happen in Syria, 
not only in the form of one massacre or one violation but in industrial-scale killings and tor-
ture, sexual violence, enforced disappearances, the use of chemical weapons and barrel 
bombs, and besieging civilians. The list of crimes against humanity perpetrated by the 
Syrian regime and its allies goes on. The Security Council has signally failed to assume its 
responsibilities in the Syrian case, despite the Syrian Network for Human Rights, interna-
tional organizations and UN commissions of inquiry crying out for action by the Security 
Council many thousands of times. In this context, the International Commission on Inter-
vention and State Sovereignty affirmed in the same report: “it would be impossible to find 
consensus, in the Commission’s view, around any set of proposals for military intervention 
which acknowledged the validity of any intervention not authorized by the Security Council 
or General Assembly. But that may still leave circumstances when the Security Council fails 
to discharge what this Commission would regard as its responsibility to protect, in a con-
science-shocking situation crying out for action. It is a real question in these circumstances 
where lies the most harm: in the damage to international order if the Security Council 
is bypassed or in the damage to that order if human beings are slaughtered while the 
Security Council stands by.”
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations
• The use of outlawed weapons by Syrian Regime forces, as well as by Russian forces, is 
considered a violation of both principles of distinction and proportionality in international 
humanitarian law, and constitutes a war crime.
• The Syrian government has unquestionably violated the UN Security Council Resolutions 
No. 2139 and 2254 and used barrel bombs in a systematic and widespread manner, and 
also violated Article 7 of the Rome Statute by committing intentional homicide in a system-
atic and widespread manner, all of which constitute crimes against humanity.
• The evidence included in the incidents detailed in this report indicates that the use of out-
lawed weapons was carried out by Syrian-Russian alliance forces against civilian targets, 
not directed at a specific military purpose and therefore constitutes war crimes.
• The SNHR confirms that the bombardment using weapons included in this report is indis-
criminate bombing that targeted unarmed civilian individuals, and has inadvertently caused 
losses of civilian lives, injuries, and severe damage to civilian objects, and there are strong 
indications that lead us to believe the damage was disproportionately extreme compared 
to any military objectives for the attacks.
• Syrian Regime forces have violated International Human Rights Law, which protects the 
right to life. In addition, these crimes were committed in a non-international armed conflict, 
meaning that these attacks constitute war crimes, as they fulfill all the criteria for this cate-
gorization. 
• The magnitude of the systematic, widespread and repeated bombing, the disproportion-
ate use of military force, the indiscriminate manner of the bombing, and the coordinated 
approach of these attacks leads to the inescapable conclusion that these acts are wholly 
deliberate and based on high-level orders, and as such constitute a part of state policy.
• Syrian Regime forces in all their forms and their leaders are involved in committing crimes 
against humanity and war crimes against the Syrian people, and anyone who provides 
them with material, political and military assistance, such as the Russian and Iranian gov-
ernment, the Lebanese Hezbollah, and other arms suppliers, is considered a partner in 
these crimes, and is subjected to criminal prosecution.

Recommendations:
Security Council
• The Security Council must ensure the serious implementation of its resolutions, in par-
ticular Resolution 2139 on the cessation of the use of barrel bombs by the Syrian regime, 
whose resolutions have turned into mere, meaningless ink on paper, meaning that the Se-
curity Council has absolutely lost any credibility, along with the legitimacy of its existence.
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• The four permanent members should put pressure on the Russian government to end 
its support for the Syrian regime, which uses chemical weapons and barrel bombs, and 
should expose its involvement in this regard.
• Impose an arms embargo on the Syrian government, and prosecute all those who provide 
it with money and weapons, given the risk of these weapons being used in serious human 
rights crimes and violations.
• In the Syrian case, the Security Council has the authority to refer the case to the Interna-
tional Criminal Court. It has been blocking this for five years rather than providing all facil-
itations and imposing peace and security. It must now begin to prosecute anyone proved 
involved in committing war crimes and crimes against humanity.

OHCHR
• Issue a statement condemning the use of indiscriminate and outlawed weapons by the 
Syrian-Russian alliance in areas of northwestern Syria with such brutality and intensity.
• Request that the UN Security Council act swiftly to protect civilians in northwestern Syria 
from indiscriminate attacks, forced displacement and other violations that constitute crimes 
against humanity and war crimes.
• OHCHR should report to the Human Rights Council and other United Nations bodies on 
the incidents included in this report and other incidents documented in our previous reports 
and to try to implement the recommendations included in this report.

Independent International Commission of Inquiry (COI)
• Consider documenting incidents indicating the use of indiscriminate and outlawed weap-
ons by the Syrian-Russian alliance.
• Prepare a special report on the locations where Syrian-Russian alliance forces used cluster 
bombs in order to warn the people of these areas and expedite the clearance of unexploded 
ordnance. Thousands of hectares in Syria have been contaminated with cluster munition rem-
nants, with the Syrian Human Rights Network ready to contribute to any such report.

Countries of the Friends of the Syrian People:
• Condemn the use of indiscriminate and outlawed weapons by Syrian-Russian alliance 
forces against Syrian society, and put pressure on these parties to stop their repeated and 
ongoing attacks, which indicate that this an official policy of the Russian state.
• Refuse to consider the Russian government a party to dialogue and political transition 
in Syria if it insists on committing widespread and systematic violations against the Syrian 
people, with its use of cluster munitions providing stark evidence of its violations.
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International Community
• In light of the split within the Security Council and its utter inability to take any effective 
action, action should be taken on the national and regional levels to form alliances to sup-
port the Syrian people by protecting them from daily killing. Additionally, the principle of 
universal jurisdiction should be enacted in local courts regarding these crimes in order to 
conduct fair trials for all those who were involved.
• Put pressure on the Syrian government to accede to Protocol III on Conventional Weap-
ons and put pressure on it to comply with the Protocol’s restrictions.
• SNHR has repeatedly called for the implementation of the ‘Responsibility to Protect’ doc-
trine in dozens of studies and reports and as a member of the International Coalition for the 
Responsibility to Protect (ICRtoP) after all political channels through the Arab League’s plan 
and then Mr. Kofi Annan’s plan have proved fruitless, along with the Cessation of Hostilities 
statements and Astana agreements that followed. Therefore, steps should be taken under 
Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, while the norm of the ‘Responsibility to 
Protect’, which was established by the United Nations General Assembly, should be imple-
mented. The Security Council is still hindering the protection of civilians in Syria.
• Renew pressure on the Security Council to refer the case in Syria to the International Crim-
inal Court.
• Work on fulfilling justice and achieving accountability in Syria through the United Nations 
General Assembly and the Human Rights Council and to activate the principle of universal 
jurisdiction.

Russian and Iranian regimes:
• Stop supporting the Syrian regime with weapons and troops after several bodies in the 
United Nations and international organizations have proven their involvement in committing 
crimes against humanity and war crimes, with continued support of the Syrian regime con-
sidered to be direct involvement in these crimes.
• Stop the indiscriminate bombings and targeting of residential areas and vital facilities 
such as hospitals and schools.
• Stop treating Syrian territory as a testing ground for the marketing and sale of Russian 
weapons.
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Syrian regime:
• Stop using weapons and military equipment against Syrian people who, through years of 
paying taxes, have contributed to buying them.
• Stop using state institutions such as the army, transportation, and energy services to 
serve the survival of family rule in Syria even when this causes the killing and displacement 
of millions of Syrians and the loss of billions of dollars.

Thanks and condolences
We would like to extend our heartfelt condolences to all the families of the victims and those 
affected whose names we were able to identify and document, and to offer our sincere 
thanks to the families, local activists and the families of the victims, without whose cooper-
ation we would not have been able to build such a database and issue this report.
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